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เรื่อง My Job Choice
ครูผู้สอน ครูธีรวุฒิ     ศรีสวัสดิ์ 

ครูวัลลภ ใจหมั่น



Where can you find jobs these days?



What job do you want to apply?



My Job Choice



1. ออกเสียงค ำศัพท์และเขียนข้อมูลใน        
ใบสมัครงำนได้
2. อ่ำนและจับคู่ประกำศหรือโฆษณำรับ
สมัครงำนกับคุณสมบัติของผู้สมัครงำนได้

จุดประสงค์การเรียนรู้



Spelling Bee
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You work for only some of the day or                 

the week.

part-time (adj.)



ngi

make a formal application or request.

apply (v.)



ngi

(the process of getting) knowledge or skill from 

doing, seeing, or feeling things.

experience (n.)



ngi

(of work or education) done for the whole of                 

a working week.

full-time (adv.)



ngi

A fixed amount of money agreed every year as pay 

for an employee, usually paid directly into his or her 

bank account every month.

salary (n.)



Vocabulary



position (n.)

a position in a company or organization is also 

a job:

Example

He applied for the position of marketing 

manager.



application (n.)

an official request for something, usually in 

writing

Example

I've sent off applications for 

four different jobs.



employment (n.)

the fact of someone being paid to work for a 

company or organization:

Example

How long have you been looking for 

employment?



personal information   (n.)

the information of your own

Example

My personal information is private.



expected salary    (n.)

the money you expect or hope to get from 

your work.

Example

My expected salary is about 20,000 baht.



title (n.)

a word that is used before someone’s name, 

starting their social rank, qualifications, position 

in organization, sex, etc.

Example

Her job title is director of human resources.



first name  (n.)

the name that was given to you when you were 

born and that comes before your family name.

Example

My first name is Teerawut.



family name  (n.)

the name that you share with other members of 

your family; last name.

Example

My family name is Srisawat.



date of birth   (n.)

The day you were born, shown in numbers, or 

words and numbers.

Example

The registration form showed his date of birth

as December 19,1992.



level of education    (n.)

a grade or series of educating system. 

Example

My date of birth is December 19,1992.



special interest (n.)

Something that you are strongly interested in.

Example

Rose has a special interest in 

speaking English.



address (n.)

The number of the house, name of road, and 

name of   the town where a person lives or 

works, and where letter can be sent.

Example

A man was detained at an address in 

Birmingham.



signature  (n.)

Your name written by yourself, always in               

the same way, usually to show that something 

has been written or  agree by you.

Example

Please print your name clearly below your 

signature..



Instructions: Match the words or 
phrases with their meanings.
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Words / Phrases Definitions / example

1 ……….. Application A.  the day you were born, shown in numbers, or words 

and numbers.

2……….. Employment B.  the name that you share with other members of your

family; last name.

3……….. Position applied for C.  the information of your own.

4……….. Expected salary 

D.  the number of the house, name of road, and name of    

the town where a person lives or works, and where   

letter can be sent.

5………. Personal information. E.  the position that you want to apply.

6………..Title 

F.  the money you expect or hope to get from your work.

7……….. First name 

G.  your name written by yourself, always in the same way,

usually to show that something has been written or   

agree by you.

8……….. Family name H.   an official request for something, usually in writing.

9……….. Date of birth 

I.   a grade or series of educating system. 

10……….. Level of education 

J.   a word that is used before someone’s name, starting     

their social rank, qualifications, position in organization,    

sex, etc.

11……….. Special interest K.  the fact of somone being paid to work for a company 

or oganiztion.

12……….. Address L.  the name that was given to you when you were born   

and that comes before your family name.

13……….. Signature M.  Something that you are strongly interested in.
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Instructions: Write the positions that 
match the job Ads. 
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16 y.o and over

20 hours a week (Every day except Sun)

Must know computers (MS Office 2019 +)

Be able to type 55 words a minute

Have a good phone skills

Apply ASAP

Ans. _________________________________

DJ dog walker secretary
delivery 

man
babysitter

actor/

actress

secretary



20-year-old required

Monday – Saturday

Have your own car/motorbike

Like to service people

24 hour/week

Please call 091-2895632

Ans. _________________________________

DJ dog walker secretary
delivery 

man
babysitter

actor/

actress

delivery man



15-18-year-old girl required

Four nights weekly

(Monday, Tuesday, Friday, Sunday)

Wage: 100 per hour

Experience with children necessary

Phone no. 081-3249562

Ans. _________________________________

DJ dog walker secretary
delivery 

man
babysitter

actor/

actress

babysitter



A Bangkok movie is now in town.

Filming a new movie.

We are looking for anyone who likes to act.

It might be you, a new superstar.

Call us at this number –

079-6564423

Ans. _________________________________

DJ dog walker secretary
delivery 

man
babysitter

actor/

actress

babysitter



Min 15 y.o required

Mon-Fri 6hour/day

Must like puppies and like exercise

Please call 062-2364963

Wage: 150/day

We’re waiting for you

Ans. _________________________________

DJ dog walker secretary
delivery 

man
babysitter

actor/

actress

actor/actress



20-year-old required

Part time work

Have a Driver’s licece

(Sat&Sun Fm 5-8 a.m)

Must love music and have a good clear 

voice

Contact 081-4596796

Ans. _________________________________

DJ dog walker secretary
delivery 

man
babysitter

actor/

actress

DJ



Instructions: Fill in the form with 
your own information.
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บทเรียนครั้งต่อไป
เรื่อง Resume Tips



สิ่งที่ต้องเตรียม       
ใบงานเรื่อง

Resume Tips
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